
We have moved racing  
simulation closer to reality.
DR!FT is the world’s first model car that performs  
with the same driving dynamics as a real race car.  
Until now miniature model cars behave in a  
non-realistic way and can be difficult to control,  
but DR!FT simulates the complete physics of a  
real race car.
The DR!FT-Racer accelerates and handles 100% like  
the real thing – on the kitchen table, living room floor,  
in the office or on your self built racetrack.

DR!FT works on any smooth surface and does not  
require a special race track. A simple office table  
is all it takes for exciting racing action for one,  
two or more DR!FT-Racers.
DR!FT is pure motor sports in miniature format  
and can be played anywhere in the world.

We have developed a model car with  
a unique drive concept (patent pending)  
which allows the simulation of understeer,  
oversteer or drifts, without actually  
losing contact to the surface.

„ DR!FT is not just a toy:  
DR!FT defines a completely  
new category of gaming“

PROTOTYPICAL DRIVING BEHAVIOUR
Realistic accelaration, braking,  
and drifting.

RACE SIMULATION
The complex driving simulation  
computes a realistic driving behaviour.

REAL RACE SOUND
Authentic engine sound, realistic  
braking and gear shifting sounds.

DIRECT PROPORTIONAL STEERING
With steering, accelerator,  
brake and hand brake.

REALISTIC LIGHTS
Equipped with drive and brake lights.

ROBOTIC
Modern robotic technology  
gives the DR!FT-Racer a  
realistic driving appearance.

NO CONTROLLER NEEDED
Steer your DR!FT-Racer anytime  
and anywhere with your smartphone!  
The DR!FT-App combines controller  
and complete racing game. Compatible  
with Android and iOS.

NO TRACK NEEDED
DR!FT works on most level surfaces.  
Create your own racetrack using  
everyday appliances.

FREE UPDATES
Always up-to-date:  
Wireless updates for  
future features!

Brake

Acceleration

Handbrake

BATTERY RUN- AND CHARGING-TIME
30 min driving time / charging 30 min  
via micro-USB (cable included)
Built in LiPo battery.

SCALE
Size: 1:43
Speed: 1:43
Sound: 1:1

HIGHSPEED BLUETOOTH
Transmission with Bluetooth Smart: Based  
on the steering input the car’s movement is 
calculated, which then gets transmitted to  
the DR!FT-Racer. Simultaneously the 
DR!FT-Racer sends the internal sensor’s  
signals to the app for analysis.

EMERGENCY FEATURE
Turn the display downwards  
and the Racer stops immediately!  
For a safe training.

VIBRATION FEEDBACK
Signalling maximum steering  
angle, for even easier control  
of your racer.

UNDERBODYSENSOR
The DR!FT-Racer can identify information  
on the track, like the start and finishing line  
for example. This makes lap timing possible.

HANDMADE IN GERMANY
The DR!FT-Racer is built in Germany.  
His FSC-certified packaging comes  
from Germany as well.
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RED TURBO  #100501

Curbs, Tires, Rims... 
Constantly growing range of accessories available in the shop!

Color Europium Rot

Engine R6 - Twin Turbo

Capacity  3,4 l

Power  565 PS

Torque  570 Nm

Weight  1,6 t

0-100 km/h  3,4 s

Color Dark Titanium Silver

Engine V8

Capacity  5,2 l

Power  550 PS

Torque  600 Nm

Weight  1,6 t

0-100 km/h  3,3 s

Let her rip! Brake! Steer! Drift! 
Experience real driving physics like those on a real race track - wherever you want.  

Get into the first model car which really does behave like its role models,  
start the realistic-sounding engine and awaken the racing driver within you!  

This is more just than fun – this is a challenge.

Tutorials YouTube

SILVER V8  #100502  

Wheel set F-10 Wheel set BBS CH-R
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